






Objectives of solving mcqs

• Intelligent Elimination Techniques

• Revise through mcqs

• PYQs
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The first phase of the Congress Party 
(1885-1905) was characterized by its 
efforts to secure

a)Non constitutional reforms 
b)complete freedom
c) limited independence
d)constitutional reforms



Explanation

During the first phase between 1885 and 1905, INC 
raised several important issues and petitioned the 
government for extra privileges. 

They were people who believed in British justice and 
were loyal to them and want constitutional reforms in 
British. Hence option 4th is correct.



The British Committee of the Indian National 
Congress’ was started in 1889,
in England to serve as a forum of the 
Congress there.’ Who, among the 
following,was its Chairman ?

a)Sir W. Wedderburn 
b)Mr. Digby
c)Dada Bhai Naoroji
d)W.C. Bannerjee



Explanation
The British Committee of the Indian National 
Congress arranged public lectures in England and 
began public distribution of pamphlets highlighting 
issues in India and started publishing a magazine 
called India in 1888..

In July 1889, a permanent committee was 
established with Wedderburn as 
chairman and Digby as secretary. Hence option 1st 
is correct.



Which of the following Acts provided for 
the right to ask questions and discuss the 
budget?

a)Indian Councils Act, 1892 
b)Charter Act, 1833
c)Charter Act, 1813
d)Indian Councils Act, 1861



Explanation
Features of the Act of 1892

It increased the number of additional (non-official) 
members in the Central and provincial legislative 
councils, but 
maintained the official majority in them.
It increased the functions of legislative councils and 
gave them the power of discussing the budget and 
addressing questions to the executive.



Consider  the following statements
1. First session of the Indian National congress 
(INC) was held in Bombay
2. In 1892 INC held its meeting in London, the 
first and the last one to be held outside India
Choose the correct statements

a. Only 1
b. Only 2
C. Both 1, 2
d. Neither 1 nor  2



Solution : A

They decided to hold the session, but in London in

1892 but, due to the british elections the postponed and 

never materialized



Who among the following Moderate 
leader of Congress known as 'The 
Lion of Bombay'?

A. Gopal Krishna Gokhale
B. MG Ranade
C. Firoz Shah Mehta
D. Badruddin Tyabji



Sir Pherozeshah Merwanjee Mehta

was an Indian Parsi politician and lawyer 

from Bombay. 

He was knighted by the British Government in 

India for his service to the law. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/India
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parsi
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bombay
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/British_Raj


'No Taxation  without representation' is the slogan given 

by

a.Moderates

b.Extremists

c.Revolutionaries

d.Wahabis



Who is called the ‘Father of the Indian National Congress’?

a)Mahatma Gandhi
b)A. O. Hume
c)Lokmanya Tilak
d)Surendra Nath Banerjee



Allan Octavian Hume, was a member of the Imperial 
Civil Service (later the Indian Civil Service), a political 
reformer and botanist who worked in British India. 

He was one of the founders of the Indian National 
Congress, a political party that was later to lead in the 
Indian independence movement.

The Indian National Congress conducted its first 
session in Bombay from 28–31 December 1885 at the 
initiative of retired Civil service officer Allan Octavian 
Hume.



Consider the following statements regarding 
the demands of Moderates in British India:

1. Indianisation of government service.
2. Call for separation of executive from 
judiciary.
3. Call for an increase in defense expenditure.
Which of the statements given above is/are 
correct?
a)1 only
b)1 and 2 only
c)2 and 3 only
d)1, 2 and 3



The Moderates campaigned on the following grounds:

•Indianisation of government service: on the 
economic grounds that British civil servants got very 
high emoluments while inclusion of Indians would be 
more economical;

• Call for separation of judicial from executive 
functions.

• Criticism of an aggressive foreign policy which 
resulted in annexation of Burma, attack on 
Afghanistan and suppression of tribals in the North-
West-all costing heavily for the Indian treasury.



• Call for increase in expenditure on welfare 
(i.e., health, sanitation), education-especially 
elementary and technical-irrigation works and 
improvement of agriculture, agricultural banks 
for cultivators, etc.

• Demand for better treatment for Indian labor 
abroad in other British colonies, where they 
faced oppression and racial discrimination.



Who among the below, gave the economic critiques of British 
imperialism:

1. R C Dutt

2. Dinshaw Wacha

3. Dadabhai Naoroji

4. All of the above



Moderate leaders like Dada Bhai Naoroji, RC Dutt, 
MG Ranade etc. gave strong economic arguments 
to show that British imperialism was only 
benefiting Britain at the cost of India’s exploitation.

The various economic critiques offered were:
Drain of wealth theory: It was the key theme of economic 
nationalism. The early leaders argued that home 
charges like payment of salaries and pensions of officers 
situated in London, guaranteed interest payment on British 
investments like railways were leading to impoverishment 
of India. Naoroji calculated it to be 12 million pound 
sterling per year.
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Statement I: In 1856, Nawab Wajid Ali Shah was dethroned and 
exiled to Calcutta on the plea that the region was being 
misgoverned. 
Statement II: The Nawab was accused of being unable to control 
the rebellious chiefs and Taluqdars. 
A. Both the statements are individually true and Statement II is 

the correct Solution of Statement I 
B. Both the statements are individually true but Statement II is 

not the correct Solution of Statement I 
C. Statement I is true but Statement II is false 
D. Statement I is the false but Statement II is true 
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• Which of the following statements about town planning in British 
India in early 19th century is/are correct? 

• 1) The funds for town improvement were also raised through public 
lotteries. 

• 2) The threats of epidemics gave an impetus to town planning in the 
early decades of 19th century. 

• Select the correct answer using the code given below. 

• A. 1 only             B. 2 only            C. Both 1 and 2          D. Neither 1 nor 
2 
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Which of the following was not one of the political institutions 
established in the earlier phase of Congress?

(a) The British India Association
(b) The Indian Association
(c) Madras Native Association
(d) Indian home rule society
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The Indian Home Rule Society (IHRS) was an Indian 
organisation founded in London in 1905 that sought to 
promote the cause of self-rule in British India. The organisation
was founded by Shyamji Krishna Varma

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/London
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/British_India
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shyamji_Krishna_Varma
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Political organizations before the establishment of 
Congress

1. Landholders Society
Founded in: 1836
Place: Kolkata (formerly named: Calcutta)
Founded by: Dwarkanath Tagore

2. British India Society
Founded in: 1839
Place: London
Founded by: William Adam
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3. Bengal British India Society
Founded in: 1843
Place: Kolkata (formerly named: Calcutta)

4. British India Association
Founded in: 1852
Place: Kolkata (formerly named: Calcutta)
Founded by: Dwarkanath Tagore

5. Madras Native Association
Founded in: 1852
Place: Chennai (former name: Madras)
Founded by: G L Chetty
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6. East India Association
Founded in: 1866
Place: London
Founded by: Dadabhai Naoroji

7. National Indian Association
Founded in: 1867
Place: London
Founded by: Mary Carpenter

8. Poona Sarvajanik Sabha
Founded in: 1876
Place: Pune
Founded by: Mahadev Govind Ranade, Ganesh Vasudeo Joshi, S. H. 

Chiplunkar
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9. Indian Society
Founded in: 1872
Place: London
Founded by: Anand Mohan Bose

10. Indian Association
Founded in: 1876
Place: Kolkata (formerly named: Calcutta)
Founded by: Surendranath Banerjee and Ananda Mohan Bose

11. Madras Mahajan Sabha
Founded in: 1884
Place: Chennai (former name: Madras)
Founded by: M. Veeraraghavachariar, G. Subramania Iyer and P. Anandacharlu
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Who among the following were called ‘Bombay Triumvirate’?

(a) Tilak, Gokhale, Naoroji
(b) Mehta, Tilak, Tayyabji
(c) Mehta, Telang, Tayyabji
(d) Naoroji, Telang, Deshmukh
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Bombay Triumvirate or the Three Stars of Bombay’s public 
life included Badruddin Tyabji, Pherozeshah Mehta and 
K.T. Telang . 

All these three veterans had started the Bombay 
Presidency Association in 1885.
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The propounder of “Filtration Theory” in India’s 
education policy was-
(a) Charles Wood             (b) Macaulay
(c) J. S. Mill                       (d) Cornwallis
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The aim of education as stated by the Wood’s dispatch 
of 1854 was:

(a) the creation of employment opportunities for native 
Indians.
(b) the spread of western culture in India.
(c) the promotion of literacy among the people using 
English medium of language.
(d) the introduction of scientific research and rationalism 
in the traditional Indian education.
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Which one of the following Forest Acts divided 
forests of India into reserved, protected and 
village forests? 

A. Forest Act 1864 
B. Forest Act 1865 
C. Forest Act 1866 
D. Forest Act 1878
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Which of the following led to the introduction of English 
Education in India?

1. Charter Act of 1813
2. General Committee of Public Instruction, 1823
3. Orientalist and Anglicist Controversy 

Select the correct answer using the code given below
(a) 1 and 2 only                                    (b) 2 only
(c) 1 and 3 only                                     (d) 1, 2 and 3
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Why was Vasudeo Balwant Phadke known in 
history?
A. He led a violent struggle against the British during 

the revolt of 1857 
B. He was a critic of Gandhian struggle 
C. He led an armed uprising against the British in the 

1870s 
D. He was a radical leader of the Indian National 

Congress
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• Henry T. Colebrooke is known as the "first great Sanskrit scholar 
in Europe". Lord Wellesley, in 1805, appointed him as the 
honorary professor of Sanskrit and Hindu Law in the Fort William 
College.

• Jones discovered that his interests were shared by many British 
officials living in Calcutta at the time. Englishmen like Henry 
Thomas Colebrooke and Nathaniel Halhed were also busy 
discovering the ancient Indian heritage, mastering Indian 
languages and translating Sanskrit and Persian works into English. 
Together with them, Jones set up the Asiatic Society of Bengal, 
and started a journal called Asiatick Researches. 
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• A European traveler, Abbe J.A. Dubois, commented, at 
the beginning of the 19th century: "A Hindu woman 
can go anywhere alone, even in the most crowded 
places, and she need never fear the impertinent looks 
and jokes of idle loungers....A house inhabited solely 
by women is a sanctuary which the most shameless 
libertine would not dream of violating.' The women of 
the time possessed title individuality of their own. 
This does not mean that there were no exceptions to 
this rule.
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Womens in Modern 
History

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=role+of+women+in+modern+history+mcq+UPSC&qpvt=role+of+women+in+modern+history+mcq+UPSC&FORM=VDRE


Q.-In the early 19th century in East Bengal,
Who learnt to read in secrecy of her kitchen,
and later she wrote her autobiography?

a)Pandita Ramabhai
b)Kailashbashini Debi
c)Rashsundari Debi
d)Begum rokeya hossein



In East Bengal in the early 19th century.RashSundari Debi, a young 
married girl in a very Orthodox household,Learnt to 
read in the secrecy of her kitchen.

Later she wrote her autobiography, Amar Jiban, which was 
published in 1876. 

It was the first full length autobiography published in the 
Bengali language.



Who wrote a satiric fantasy(व्यंग्य ) in English 
called Sultana Dream?

a)Pandita Ramabhai
b)Kailashbashini Debi
c)Rashsundari Debi
d)Begum rokeya hossein



Rokia Hussain (1882-1932) was a reformer Who,
after she was widowed, started a girl school in
calcutta.

She wrote a satiric fantasy in English called Sultana's Dream in 1905, 
which shows a Topsy Turvy world in which woman takes the place of 
men.

Her novel Padma rag also showed the need for
women to reform their condition by their own actions.



Consider the following statements regarding 
the Colonial cities of India:
I. The three big colonial cities Madras (Chennai)
, Calcutta (Kolkata) and Bombay, all three were 
originally fishing and weaving villages.
II. They became important centres of trade due 
to the economic activities of the English East India 
Company.
III. Company agents settled in Madras in 1639
and in Calcutta in 1690.
Which of the following statement(s) is/are correct?
A. Only I
B. I and II
C. II and III
D. All of the above



Answer: D
Explanation: The three big colonial cities Madras 
(Chennai), Calcutta (Kolkata) and Bombay 
(Mumbai), all three were originally fishing and 
weaving villages. Bombay was given to the 
Company in 1661 by the English king, who had got it 
as part of his wife’s dowry from the king of Portugal. 
The Company established trading and 
administrative offices in each of these settlements.



Consider the following statements regarding the 
pre-colonial cities:

I. Towns were often defined in opposition to rural areas.
II. They came to represent specific forms of economic 

activities and cultures.
III. Towns by contrast were peopled with artisans, traders, 

administrators and rulers.Which of the following 
statement(s) is/are correct?

A. Only I
B. I and II                    C. II and III              D. All of the above



Answer: D
Explanation: Towns were often defined in 
opposition to rural areas. They came to represent 
specific forms of economic activities and cultures. 
In the countryside people subsisted by cultivating 
land, foraging in the forest, or rearing animals. 
Towns by contrast were peopled with artisans, 
traders, administrators and rulers. Towns 
dominated over the rural population, thriving on the 
surplus and taxes derived from agriculture.



At the beginning of modern industrial 
development. There were only two proper 
“industrial cities” in India. Which of the following 
is not among them?

A. Kanpur
B. Jamshedpur
C. Calcutta
D. All of the above



Ans: C
Kanpur (specializing in woolen & cotton 
textile) & Jamshedpur (specializing in
steel).



.‘The writers ’ building which served as the 
chief the administrative office of the 
company was located in ─

A. Delhi
B. Madras
C. Bombay
D. Calcutta



Indians who could speak both English & 
local the language were known as─

A. Zarrin
B. Dubashes
C. Urbs Prima
D. Shinasai



Ans: B
They worked as agents & 
merchants, acting as 
intermediaries between Indian
society and the British.



Thank  you


